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Introduction
The National Immigration Forum (Forum) is a non-partisan advocacy organization, leading the conversation
on the value of immigrants and immigration contributing to a stronger, richer, and more vibrant America.
We do our work in an innovative way – reaching a moderate and conservative audience – that can be very
helpful in this moment. With slim Democratic majorities in both houses of Congress, and a President with
an ambitious agenda and a stated desire for bipartisanship, the Forum is uniquely positioned to bridge the
divide and help create the conditions for long-needed action.
Over the past decade we focused on building a network of moderate and conservative faith, law
enforcement and business leaders who could weigh in with media and policy makers in support of practical
and commonsense immigration, naturalization and integration policies. Simultaneously, we developed
strong relationships with moderate and conservative members of Congress. Over time, we have become
the trusted call for moderate and conservative leaders and legislators seeking a balanced approach to
immigration.
Foundational to our effectiveness is our Policy and Advocacy team’s work. The Policy and Advocacy team
is highly skilled at addressing the many facets of immigration policy through robust and balanced analysis,
vigilantly monitoring legislative and administrative developments, and cultivating relationships with key
influencers.
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2020 Policy Results

68

policy products

• Bill Summaries
• Legislative Bulletin
• Executive Action Summary
• Fact Sheets
• Press Releases
• In-depth reports
• Infographics
• Statement for the Record

104

Hill visits

Credible Voice
The Forum’s Policy and Advocacy team’s approach has been first to understand the priorities of progressive
immigration advocacy organizations and of traditionally conservative organizations with moderate positions
on immigration and identify commonalities. The team also identifies gaps that need to be filled whether
they are in producing educational products, legislative and administrative advocacy, or organizing. The
main niche the team fills in the immigration movement is providing accurate,trusted information to more
conservative constituencies, coordinating advocacy efforts with them, and amplifying their views. While
some of our successes might not receive front page headlines, they have been important in building trust.
As a result, we are now seen as playing a critical role in supporting positive immigration reform among
Republican legislators and in the broader immigration reform movement.
Today, we are at a pivotal moment for change. The Forum, with the indispensable support of the Policy and
Advocacy team, is positioned to shepherd the moderate and conservative audience towards bipartisan
legislative change.

Policy and Advocacy Team
The team is highly skilled at addressing the many facets of immigration through robust and balanced analysis
and by vigilantly monitoring events on the Hill. Our network of relationships can be rallied when needed
through sign-on letters and opinion pieces.
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Filling Gaps in Legislative Advocacy
Missing Persons Unidentified Remains Act (S.2174) was introduced by Senator David Perdue

(R-GA) and Senators Durbin (D-IL), Young (R-IN) and Coons (D-DE) a week after President Trump issued a
proclamation suspending certain categories of permanent immigration from abroad, including pending
green card petitioners, spouses and children of lawful permanent residents, and pending diversity visa
applicants. The bipartisan bill responds to the healthcare worker shortage during the COVID-19 pandemic by
recapturing 40,000 unused employment-based visas and using them to expedite processing for immigrant
doctors and nurses. It guarantees not to displace American workers.

Policy and Advocacy Team’s Role:
This bill was first brought to the policy and advocacy team’s attention when Senator Cornyn’s staff reached
out in October and informed us that Senator Cornyn was hoping to move the bill before the November
election and asked for the Forum’s endorsement of the bill. After consulting a progessive ally organization,
Southern Border Communities Coalition (SBCC), we endorsed the bill and posted an analysis of the bill on
our website. Upon learning that the House bill was passed on suspension, after the November election,
we consulted regularly with Representative Hurd’s office, Senator Cornyn’s office, and SBCC to strategize
on how to ensure the bill could pass the Senate and become law. At key moments when it was uncertain
whether the bill would move due to lack of Republican support, we reached out to conservative ally
organizations as well as to several chiefs of police located on the border to have them communicate their
support for the bill to Republican leadership. We were able to supplement the efforts of SBCC by amplifying
key constituency support through relationships they did not have.

COVID-19 Relief for Mixed Status Families

The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act (H.R. 748), passed on March 25, 2020,
barred mixed status families from receiving stimulus checks. Under the CARES Act, U.S. citizen members
of mixed status families could receive a stimulus payment only if they filed a tax return which did not list a
spouse or dependent who used an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) number. The Health
and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act (H.R. 6800) passed the U.S. House of
Representatives on May 15, 2020 attempted to address this omission by providing a retroactive payment for
mixed status families under the CARES Act as well as a second wave of payments for all taxpayers, but it was
not adopted by the Senate.
In the U.S. Senate, Senators Marco Rubio (R-Florida) and Thom Tillis (R-North Carolina) introduced the
American Citizen Coronavirus Relief Act (S. 4071) on June 25, 2020 to amend the CARES Act to retroactively
provide stimulus payments for U.S. citizen spouses in mixed status families and on July 30, 2020, Senators
Mitt Romney (R- Utah), Steve Daines (R-Montana), Bill Cassidy (R- Louisiana), and Marco Rubio (R- Florida)
introduced the Coronavirus Assistance for American Families (CAAF) Act (S. 4381), which would to include
U.S. citizen spouses in mixed status families in a second round of stimulus payments.

Policy and Advocacy Team’s Role:
Because the CARES Act passed so quickly under challenging circumstances, advocacy for inclusion of
immigrants in the legislation was limited. The Policy and Advocacy team developed policy principles for
consideration in developing future Covid relief bills, including ensuring that immigrants regardless of
immigration status were included. The team lobbied Republican offices for inclusion of mixed status families
in stimulus checks and created education products to provide background about mixed status families:
Mixed Status Families and Covid-19 Economic Relief, Individual Taxpayer Identification Numbers, and
Tax Contributions by ITIN Users. As the team educated offices and our partner organizations, they quickly
realized that there was more support for providing stimulus checks to U.S. citizens in mixed status families
than for all ITIN users or other undocumented immigrants. They shared their findings about the likelihood of
Republican support for stimulus checks for U.S. citizens with other immigration advocates and continued to
press the constituencies we work with to support inclusion of mixed status families in the next Covid relief
bill. Once Senator Rubio (R-FL) and Senator Daines (R-MT) introduced their bills, the team reached out to
other Republican offices encouraging them to co-sponsor the bills. Ultimately, U.S. citizens in a mixed status
family were eligible for stimulus checks in the Covid relief provisions passed on December 21, 2020 and also
retroactively eligible for stimulus checks under the CARES Act due to the collective efforts of immigration
advocates and our allies.

The Healthcare Workforce Resilience Act (S.3599) was introduced by Senator David Perdue

(R-GA) and Senators Durbin (D-IL), Young (R-IN) and Coons (D-DE) a week after President Trump issued a
proclamation suspending certain categories of permanent immigration from abroad, including pending
green card petitioners, spouses and children of lawful permanent residents, and pending diversity visa
applicants. The bipartisan bill responds to the healthcare worker shortage during the COVID-19 pandemic by
recapturing 40,000 unused employment-based visas and using them to expedite processing for immigrant
doctors and nurses. It guarantees not to displace American workers.

Policy and Advocacy Team’s Role:
Prior to the announcement of the bill, staff from Senator Durbin’s office reached out seeking the Forum’s
endorsement of the bill and letting us know that Senator Perdue also wanted the Forum’s endorsement.
We endorsed the bill along with other center-right organizations that we work closely with. Because we
were provided an advance copy of the bill text, we were able to post an analysis of the bill immediately after
introduction. We coordinated with Senator Perdue’s office as well as the Niskanen Center and Americans
for Prosperity in identifying potential Republican offices to co-sponsor the bill and scheduled phone calls
with those offices to discuss the bill. Ultimately, 18 Republicans co-sponsored the bill. We advocated for this
bill to be included in the Covid relief bills, and were instrumental in having the HWRA included as part of
the progressive immigration advocates’ list of recommended immigration items that Speaker Pelosi should
included in the Covid relief bill. Senator Perdue’s office was grateful for our assistance with outreach to
Republicans, and also for our ability to raise the issue with progressive immigration advocates. The Forum’s
team was uniquely situated to draw attention to this bill which was an issue on which progressives and
moderates agreed was important.

Hong Kong Safe Harbor Act

The bipartisan Hong Kong Safe Harbor Act (S. 4110) introduced on June 30, 2020, by Senator Marco Rubio
(R-FL) joined by Senators Menendez (D-NJ), Young (R-IN), Cardin (D-MD) and Merkley (D-OR), offers refuge
to residents of Hong Kong facing politically motivated persecution due to their involvement with the Hong
Kong protest movement by designating them as refugees of special humanitarian concern. It extends
protection to the refugees’ spouses, children, and parents who are also citizens of the People’s Republic of
China. A companion bill, H.R. 7415, was sponsored in the House of Representatives by Representative John
Curtis (R-UT), who was joined by six Republicans and seven Democrats.
This legislation was introduced as a response to Chinese national security legislation, which criminalizes any
activities in Hong Kong threatening broadly defined “national security.” The introduction of this bill in the
United States follows the adoption of similar measures elsewhere, including the United Kingdom, Taiwan and
Australia.

Policy and Advocacy Team’s Role:
Prior to the bill’s introduction, the Niskanen Center reached out and asked if the House bill was something
that we could endorse. We in turn reached out to the Texas Public Policy Foundation (TPPF) and asked
whether it was a bill they would consider endorsing which they did. We also were able to review the bill
text and make suggestions for improving the bill. One of our suggestions was incorporated in the bill which
would allow individuals to apply for asylum from Hong Kong and Macau as well as outside of China.

Filling Policy Gaps – Recent Papers
Room to Grow
Jacinta had long been aware that the immigration debate was missing a robust discussion about what the
specific immigration level should be. Most of the discussion on the topic revolved around whether there
were too many, too few, or just the right amount of immigrants in the nation and often would use historic
levels as a benchmark. When Danilo joined the team in fall of 2019, he was able to focus on trying to answer
this question. We were able to develop an evidence backed theory for setting immigration levels which did
not dictate which types of immigrants we should admit. With this recently released paper, the Forum aims
to begin a conversation that will put to rest the debate around whether more, fewer, or the same number of
immigrants is best for the country’s future. In Room to Grow, we propose setting overall immigration levels
that respond to coming demographic changes and would maintain our current Old Age Dependency Ratio
(OADR). This approach would recognize the varied contributions of all types of immigrants to our country
and would allow us to have a more productive policy debate about who we should admit rather than should
we admit immigrants to the country. The paper has been extremely well-received by our moderate and
conservative allies and those well-known in the immigration field.
We held a virtual panel discussion with prominent immigration thought leaders about the paper as well.

Room to Grow:
Setting Immigration Levels in
a Changing America
By Ali Noorani and Danilo Zak

National Security and Immigration
From the outset of his term, President Trump and other Administration officials stated directly or implied that
immigration and immigrants were a threat to national security as evidenced by the inclusion of a pause on
refugee resettlement in the executive order banning travel from primarily Muslim countries. While a group
of national security leaders developed to respond to these false assertions, they were mostly former Obama
Administration officials who had less credibility with Republicans. Recognizing the need for Republican
and conservative national security leaders to counter the narrative that immigrants posed a national security
threat, late last year, we began laying a foundation so that we could establish a Council on National Security
and Immigration which would be comprised of leaders in the national security field who would have more
credibility with moderates and conservatives. This coalition of national security experts will add a constructive
set of voices to hone a balanced, comprehensive narrative that advances sound immigration policies which
also serve our national security intere
To begin, we partnered with Elizabeth Neumann a former DHS Assistant Secretary for Counterterrorism
and Threat Prevention during the Trump administration who wanted to work with the Forum in part due
to our work with evangelical women. We developed a plan with her to publish a series of papers, Insider
Perspectives: National Security and Immigration, exploring the intersection between national security and
immigration issues. The papers are aimed at countering concerns that moderates and Republicans may have
about reversing some of the policies President Trump implemented and helping to facilitate constructive
conversations that will lead to bipartisan efforts to modernize our immigration system. These papers begin
with the premise that our nation’s immigration system can, and should, treat immigrants with dignity and
compassion, while serving our national security interests.
We hosted a virtual panel discussion on refugees and national security with prominent thought leaders as
well.

Robust Refugee Program Aids National Security

Rescinding the Travel Ban Will Improve National
Security

Looking Ahead in 2021
The new Biden administration is prioritizing action on immigration and recognizing the essential role of
Congress in enacting meaningful and enduring reform by proposing the U.S. Citizenship Act of 2021. With a
narrow majority in the Senate, any enduring immigration reform will require bipartisan support for it to pass.
To emphasize the need for bipartisanship, on the eve of President Biden’s inauguration, the Forum released
a statement in collaboration with more than 180 faith, business and law enforcement organizations calling
for bipartisan leadership to overhaul the nation’s outdated immigration system, prioritizing a pathway to
citizenship for “Dreamers” brought to the U.S. as children. Signatories include Amazon, Apple, Facebook,
Google, Target, Best Buy, Chobani, the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist
Convention, National Association of Evangelicals, World Vision and many more. The statement also got a
spot in the New York Times.
The Forum is prepared to bring our trusted relationships to bear during this potential window for immigration
reform legislation.
A Public Religion Research Institute poll indicates American public sentiment is much closer to the policies
the Biden administration is likely to implement than those put in place by the Trump administration.

We are hopeful about the future. After a historical inauguration, President Biden and Vice President Harris,
a daughter of immigrants, have demonstrated their intent by sending the most comprehensive immigration
reform plan we’ve seen in years along with a series of executive actions. To read the details of Biden’s plan,
click here.
The Forum welcomes the Biden Administration’s promising actions and believes the potential for bipartisan
immigration reform in Congress exists as we saw the Dream Act reintroduction by Senator Lindsey Graham
(R-SC) and Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL) in early February. Now, the real work begins. You can read more
about our priorities here.

Policy and Advocacy Advisors
Chavez is the author of Out of the Barrio: Toward a
New Politics of Hispanic Assimilation (Basic Books
1991) and a memoir “An Unlikely Conservative: The
Transformation of an Ex-Liberal”. In 2000, Chavez
was honored by the Library of Congress as a “Living
Legend” for her contributions to America’s cultural
and historical legacy.

Linda Chavez, Senior Fellow

Chavez has held a number of appointed positions,
among them Chairman, National Commission
on Migrant Education (1988-1992); White House
Director of Public Liaison (1985); Staff Director of the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1983-1985); and
she was a member of the Administrative Conference
of the United States (1984-1986). Chavez was the
Republican nominee for U.S. Senator from Maryland
in 1986. In 1992, she was elected by the United
Nations’ Human Rights Commission to serve a fouryear term as U.S. Expert to the U.N. Sub-commission
on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities.

To kick off the national security work, we brought
on Elizabeth Neumann, former Assistant Secretary
for Counterterrorism and Threat Prevention at the
Department of Homeland Security. (2018-2020)
and Deputy Chief of Staff (2017-2018). Previously,
Neumann served as Director, Stakeholder
Engagement; State and Local Counterterrorism
Advisor & Outreach, Office of the Director of
National Intelligence (2007-2011).

Elizabeth Neumann, Senior Advisor

Starting in December last year, Elizabeth began
publishing a 3 part series exploring the intersection
between national security and immigration. To date,
she has made cases for rescinding the travel ban and
restoring our refugee program  and why it’s good
for our national security. The third paper in the series
will be focused on undocumented immigrants.
She also spoke with the Forum’s CEO, Ali Noorani
about President Biden’s First 100 Days on the Only in
America podcast.

